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       Multiple Ionization in Ion-Atom Collisions 
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    The single K- plus multiple L- and M-shell ionization cross sections by light ions have been 
calculated by the semiclassical approximation. The results are compared with other calculations. The 
modifications of the straight-line SCA calculations for multiple ionization cross sections are discus-

 sed. 
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                        I. INTRODUCTION 

   In ion-atom collisions, it is well known that the direct Coulomb interaction 

between the projectile and the target atom produces the multiple inner-shell vacancies 
with considerable probabilities. This process is important to obtain information about 

structures of x-ray and Auger satellites and has been studied extensively." Recently, 
the multiple ionization process has received a special attention because the intensity of 
the satellite lines depends on the chemical environments of the target  atoms.2) 

   The theoretical prediction of the KLm (single K- and m L-shell) multiple ionization 
cross sections has been made by Hansteen and Mosebekk3l in the semiclassical 

approximation (SCA). Assuming each electron is independent, the cross section is given 
as the integral over impact parameter of a product of the single ionization probabilities 
of the atomic shells concerned. McGuire and Richard') developed the method to 

calculate the multiple ionization cross sections in the same manner by the use of the 
binary-encounter approximation (BEA). McGuire') used the BEA to compute KLm 
ionization cross sections for various target atoms by alpha particles. 

    For low projectile energies, both results are in agreement with each other. 
However, the SCA values become smaller than the BEA ones with increasing the 

projectile velocity. Hansteen6> recalculated the KLI multiple ionization cross sections 
in the SCA and his results are larger thdn the previous SCA values, but still smaller 
than the BEA values in the high-energy region. 

   It is th purpose of the present work to calculate the K- plus L- and M-shell multiple 
ionization cross sections in the SCA and compare with other theoretical predictions. 

                          II. THEORY 

   If we assume that electrons in the target atom move and interact with the 

projectile independently with each other, the probability of removing m electrons from 
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a particular atomic shell containing n electrons by direct Coulomb ionization caused 

by a heavy charged particle with impact parameter b is given by a binomial 

 distribution3''> 

n-m 

              krn) CIp(b)n1—nIp(b)](1) 

where Ip(b) is the single ionization probability for p shell and (inn) is the binomial 
coefficient. 

   In the case of K- plus multiple L-shell ionization, the KLm ionization probability 

can be written using Eq. (1) as 

     IKLm(b)=Ix(b)z~2~~2~~4\ C1IL(b)] r [1--1IL,(b)]2 
         ,,rst 22 

X [1IL,(b)][1—2.k(b)]s[4IL,(b)][1—4 IL,(b)]`, (2) 

where r + s + t = m. The total KT.' ionization cross section is calculated by 

axLm=27r f bdbIKL.(b).(3) 

0 

   When the single ionization probability Ip(b) is small, it is the reasonable assump-

tion to set [1--1 Ip(b)]— 1. Then Eq. (2) can be simplified as 3,8) 

      IxL.(b)=Ix(b)~2~~2~~4~C1 IL;(b)].[11~(b)]s [11(b)](4) 
          C;rst224 

For KL', KL2, and KL3 ionization, we obtain') 

IKL(b)=IK(b)IL(b),(5) 

        IKL'(b)=2IK(b){IL(b) —2[IL,(b)+IL(b)+2IL,(b)] },(6) 
           I Kr(b)=-1IK(b){IL(b)+4 [IA(b)IL(b)+IL,(b)IL,(b) 

+IL,(b)IL,(b)++/1(b)IL,(b)]+6[IL,(b)I1,(b) 

+IL,(b)I1,(b)] +16.1L,(b)IL,(b)IL,(b)}(7) 

where IL(b)=IL,(b)+I1,(b)+IA(b). 

   McGuire and Richard') also derived the similar expressions. However, they neg-
lected the difference in the L subshells and assumed eight equivalent L-shell electrons. 

   In the case of K- plus multiple M-shell ionization, the ionization probability is 
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given in the manner similar to Eq. (2) as 

    IK„-(b)=IK(b) E(2)(2)()(4)(6~ [2IM,(b)] [lb)]2-r 
         X [2IM(b)] [1-2IM,(b)]2 5[4IM(b)1~1—4IM(b)]` 

 X [—4 IM(b)] " [1— 4IM(b)]a[6IM(b)] [1—6IM(b)]s v (8) 
When the quantity [1—nIp(b)] is nearly equal to unity, the K- plus M-shell multiple 
ionization probability is written by 

IKM(b)=IK(b)[IM(b)+IM(b)+IM,(b)+IM(b)+IM(b)](9) 

        IKM=(b)—24IK(b){6[IM(b)+IM(b)]+9[IM(b)+IM(b)] 
5 +101.11,(b)+ IM(b)k(b)} . 

r.i=i   r<i(10) 

IIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   In the present work, we calculated the single ionization probabilities for K, L and 
M shells in the straight-line SCA approximation. For this purpose, we used the 
computer program similar to that developed by Hansteen et al.° In this case, for the 
same projectile velocity the single ionization probability is proportional to the square 
of the projectile charge Z. Therefore, we calculated the multiple ionization cross 
sections only for the case of proton impact on copper. 

   The ionization probability for the projectile with charge Z, mass M1, and energy 
El can be obtained from that for proton with energy Ep as 

Ip(E,, b)=Z I°(Ep, b),(11) 

where Ep=E,/M1 and I;(E, b) is the ionization probability by proton with energy E 
and impact parameter b. 

   Table I shows the calculated results of KLm multiple ionization cross sections for 

protons on copper. The SCA calculations of Hansteen and Mosebekk3' and Hansteen6 

are also listed in the table and compared with the present results. Twotypes of 

calculations have been made, i.e. with Eq. (2) and with Eq. (4) assuming [1—n Ip(b)] 
1. It can be seen from the table that, in the present case where Ip(b) is small, Eq.(4) is 

a reasonable approximation to Eq. (2). 

   The results of Hansteen and Mosebekk3) and of Hansteens' were obtained by the 

use of Eq. (4). The KL1 values of Hansteen are in agreement with the present values 

with Eq. (4). On the other hand, except for the case at 5 MeV, the values of Hansteen 
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                      Table I. The K- plus L-shell multiple ion-
                                ization cross sections for protons 

                                on copper (barns). 

 E 6KL'  6KL' 

                   (MeV) 6KL° 6KL(x 102) (x 10') 

                      0.5 I° 3.080.104 0.150 0.122 
II2 3.180.107 0.154 0.124 

HM2 2.50.060 0.060 

Hd 3.4 
                    1.0 I 24.00.930 1.55 1.44 

                           II 25.00.961 1.59 1.44 
                    HM 23 0.60 0.60 

                 H 261.1 
                 2.0 I 1213.99 5.68 4.58 

                        II 1254.10 5.82 4.68 
                      HM 1202.40 1.70 

                    H 1314.5 
                 5.0 I 4759.21 7.83 3.81 

                        II 4849.37 7.95 3.85 
                      HM 48012.0 9.30 

                    H 4819.4 
                 10.0 I 7437.87 3.66 0.976 

                        II 7527.95 3.69 0.983 

                      HM 7401.60 0.16 
                    H 7728.1 

'Present result with Eq. (2). 
'Present result with Eq . (4). 
'Hansteen and Mosebekk, Ref. 3 'Hansteen , Ref. 6 

and Mosebekk are smaller than the present results. 

   In Fig. 1, the present results of the KLm ionization cross sections for protons on 

copper are plotted against energy and compared with the BEA calculations') and the 

SCA values of Hansteen and Mosebekk.3> The double K-shell ionization cross sections, 

6K=, are also plotted in the figure. As already seen above, the SCA calculations of 

Hansteen and Mosebekk give smaller cross sections than the present SCA and the 

BEA. 

   McGuire and Richard' used the peaked BEA to calculate Ip(b) and obtained the 

KLm ionization cross sections by the use of Eq. (2). However, they assumed that eight 

electrons in the L shell are equivalent. The KLm ionization probability in this approxi-

mation is simplified as 

             IKL"(b)=IK(b)(m)r-1                       1 IL(b)~;n[1_8/L (b)1. (12) 
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Fig. 1. K- and L-shell multiple ionization cross sections for protons on copper. The solid curves 
      represent the present results, the dashed curves indicate the BEA calculations of 

      McGuire and Richard (Ref. 4), and the solid circles and the dot-dashed curves are the SCA 
      values of Hansteen and Mosebekk (Ref. 3). 
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     Fig. 2. K- plus multiple M-shell ionization cross sections for protons on cupper. 
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   The present SCA results agree well with the BEA in the low-energy region, but 

decrease more rapidly with increasing energy. In the straight-line SCA and the BEA, 

the inner-shell ionization cross section reaches the maximum at  E/.1  U  1 and 

decreases with projectile energy, where E is the projectile energy, ?, is the ratio of the 

projectile mass to that of the electron and U is the binding energy of the target 
electron. According to this fact, the K-shell ionization cross section for protons on 

copper increases with energy in the energy region of Fig. 1, but the L-shell ionization 

cross section has a maximum about at 2 MeV and decreases for higher energies. 

Considering the energy dependence of the K- and L-shell ionization cross sections, the 

decrease in the KLm ionization cross section in the high-energy region is quite reason-

able. McGuires pointed out that their KLm ionization cross sections in the BEA may be 

overestimated for low Z because Ip(b) is probably too large. 

   Figure 2 shows the KMm multiple ionization cross sections for protons on copper 

in the SCA. In this case, the maximum value for the M-shell ionization cross sections 

is located at very low energies, less than 0.2 MeV, and the M-shell ionization cross 

sections decrease gradually in the whole energy range considered here, although the 

K-shell ionization cross section increases. 

   When the projectile energy is low, the K-shell ionization takes place mostly near 

the target nucleus, i.e. at small impact parameters. Since the L- and M-shell ionization 

probabilities are slowly varying in this region, 4(b) for L- and M-shell ionization can 
be approximated by Ip(0) and taken outside the integral in Eq. (3). The integration over 

impact parameter is carried out only for IK(b) and the KLm multiple ionization cross 

section is approximated by 

     6KLTK(r)(m)(t)C2IL'(0)]>[1--IL,(0)Jz 
                           ,st 

x [-1              IL,(0)] [1--1IL(0)]Z sC4IL,(0)]4I~(0)l4t (13) 
where 6K is the K-shell ionization cross sections. 

   In order to use Eq. (13), it is important to know that the impact parameter b for 

K-shell ionization is small. This can be tested by calculating the mean impact parame-

ter < b > for K-shell ionization. Lapicki and Losonsky9 proposed to use the expression 

for the mean impact parameter 

<b>=21,/q„,(14) 

where q0=A E/v; is the minimum momentum transfer for ionization, L E corre-

sponds to the binding energy of the target electron, and Ao is the constant. For K-shell 

ionization, Ao is chosen to be 0.85, Ao=1.5 for s-state ionization and 2.0 for p-state 
ionization. 

   We estimated the mean impact parameter <b> for K-shell ionization of copper 

atom by proton impact as 
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           Table II. The mean impact parameter for K-shell ionization for protons on copper (a.u.). 

<b> 0.85/40                              (M
eV) 

                                    0.5 0.0205 0.0115 

                                    1.0 0.0277 0.0163 
                                    2.0 0.0352 0.0230 

                                    5.0 0.0477 0.0364 

                                  10.0 0.0568 0.0515 

                     <b> — f IK(p)bzdb/f IK(b)bdb (15) 
00 

      The results are listed in Table II and compared with the prediction by Eq. (14). It can 

      be seen that Eq. (14) underpredicts < b > values for low-energy projectiles. If we choose 

A0 =1.5 for K-shell ionization, the < b > values for Eq. (14) are in agreement with those 

      from Eq. (15) in the low-energy region, but become too large for high energies. 

         For the region of the <b> values in Table II, the L-shell ionization probabilities 

     for protons on copper change slowly with b and the difference between 4(0) and Ip(< 

b>) in Eq. (13) is less than 20%. This fact suggests that we can use 4(0) or Ip(< b>) 

                                                                     in Eq. (13) for estimation of the KLm multiple ionization cross section. 

        For projectiles with large Z1, the approximation [1—n Ip(b)]1 is not valid, 
      because the Ip(b) values are large. In this case, we must use Eq. (2) to calculate the 

     multiple ionization cross sections. In addition, for highly-charged projectiles, the 

     ionization probabilities in the SCA and the BEA sometimes exceed unity due to the Z; 

     scaling law and violates the unitarity condition. This fact means that the simple SCA 

      or BEA theory cannot be used to estimate Ip(b). In such a case, the multiple ionization 

     probabilities should be obtained by the coupled-channel calculations10) or the geometri-
       cal model.11-'3) 

        When the degree of multiple ionization is large, the binding energies of the target 

      electrons change during the ionization process and a simple binomial expression 

      discussed above gives smaller cross sections for highly-ionized states. If we assume 

      that all L and M electrons are ejected simultaneously, we can take into account this 

     effect by modifying the binding energies and using an average binding energy for 

     multiply charged states in Eq. (2). On the other hand, if the multiple ionization process 

     takes plase sequentially, the ionization probability is no longer expressed by the 

     binomial distribution. Watson et al.14) derived the expression for the distribution of 

      multiple ionization in such a case. 
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